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Context:  Comets  provide  constraints  on  the  first  phases  of  the  planetesimal  growth  in  the
protoplanetary discs, whose models are also being applied to the observations of exoplanets and
ALMA protosolar nebulae. Refereed papers devoted to the Rosetta mission to the Jupiter Family
Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P hereafter)  are about one thousand, but most of them
concern the analysis and models of data obtained by a single instrument. These data are in general
affected  by  large  uncertainties,  which  can  be  reduced  and  disentangled  from  bias  by  inter-
instrumental comparisons. Up to now, it is hard to infer which processes drive the ejection of gas
and refractories, and how the nucleus evolves both on short time scales (a single orbit) and on long
ones (the typical nucleus lifetime lasting thousands of orbits). In particular, the Rosetta mission has
pointed out the importance of fallout processes occurring at  perihelion,  in form of the heaviest
aggregates  ejected from the southern hemisphere,  which require  new models  both to the inter-
instrumental data analysis and to predict the past and future nucleus evolution.

Work Plan: Fallout processes point out the importance of feedback in models of 67P activity. All
the physical processes at work on the nucleus surface are strongly linked. We list here the general
topics, which will be necessarily faced at different levels of detail according to the specific task
selected by the candidate.
1.  Inter-instrumental  analysis  of the data on the 67P perihelion activity,  done on available
papers by comparing the obtained results to infer the nucleus parameter uncertainties and their bias:
1a. Gas emission (ROSINA, MIRO, VIRTIS data)
1b. Refractory emission (ROSINA, MIRO, VIRTIS, OSIRIS, GIADA, COSIMA data)
2. Models of perihelion activity:
2a. Models of the nucleus structure.
2b. Ejection of gas and of sub-millimeter dust.
2c. Ejection of gas and of “chunks” (90% of the nucleus mass is ejected in form of ice and dust
aggregates of bulk density of about 0.5 g/cc and of average mass of about 1 kg, named “chunks”).
2d. Constraints on the nucleus properties derived from the perihelion activity (e.g. dust/ice ratio).
3. Fallout processes:
3a.  Injection of  chunks in  metastable  orbits  (rockets  effects,  gravity field and gas flux in  non-
spherical symmetry).
3b. Frictions collapsing the bound orbits on the nucleus.
3c. Fallout mass, its distribution on the nucleus, data comparison (images by ROLIS, OSIRIS).
4. Evolution of the 67P nucleus:
4a. Perihelion erosion, mass transfer from south to north and/or big/small lobes.
4b. Long term evolution of the nucleus shape and mass.
4c. How activity is sustained (minimal ice content in the fallout consistent with continuing activity,
both on short and long timescales).
4d. Constraints on the nucleus homogeneity versus depth (CONSERT and RSI data).
4e. Constraints on the models of nucleus accretion in a protoplanetary disc.
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